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Optimal Model-Free Control of Solar Thermal Membrane
Distillation System

Paul Bendevis1, Ayman Karam1, Taous-Meriem Laleg1,∗

Abstract

This paper presents a comprehensive optimal control framework for solar thermal mem-
brane distillation systems. We demonstrate how a simple model-free bang-bang controller
can be derived from a model predictive control strategy. A detailed analysis of the perfor-
mance of the proposed bang-bang controller is given and shown to improve performance
by up to 50% in some cases. Intuition behind the bang-bang controller and a few case
studies are given.

Keywords: Model predictive control, bang-bang control, model-free control, solar
thermal membrane distillation

1. Introduction

Membrane distillation (MD) is a water desalination technology that has been growing
in interest over the past decade due to its potential to sustainably desalinate water. MD
is a thermally driven separation process, in which only water vapor or other volatile
molecules are transported through a micro-porous hydrophobic membrane. As such, it
can operate with low thermal energy input and is easily powered by simple solar collectors
or industrial thermal waste. The standard configuration of MD consists of two containers:
a feed side and a permeate side that are separated by the hydrophobic membrane. This
membrane only allows water in the vapor state to pass through. Water vapor is driven
through the membrane by the pressure difference caused by the temperature gradient
between the hot sea water on feed side and the cool fresh water on the permeate side.
Potable water is produced as the pure water vapor condenses on the permeate side. This
paper focuses on the Direct Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD) configuration, in
which the membrane is in direct contact with both the hot sea water stream and the
cooler fresh water [1]. In addition, a solar collector and feed tank are coupled to the
DCMD module via pumps (see Figure 1). The first loop in the system is a closed loop of
fluid that is heated by the solar collector and transports the thermal energy to the feed
tank. The feed water is circulated from the feed tank through to the DCMD module
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and back to the feed tank. The permeate is pumped from a fresh water tank into the
DCMD module, where it collects the distilled water and flows back into the fresh water
tank. The inclusion of the solar collector and feed tank allows for dynamic energy storage
which can be exploited to improve efficiency under real operating conditions.

Although MD has lower permeate production than conventional desalination tech-
nologies such as reverse osmosis or multiple-effect distillation, MD is attractive for it’s
use of sustainable energy and for its low temperature and pressure working conditions.
There is a lot of current research to increase the thermal efficiency of MD via alternative
module designs and heat recovery systems, as reviewed in [2]. More recently in [3], the
length of a DCMD multi-stage module was optimized for maximum permeate production.
However, despite MD’s many attractive properties, the lower permeate production is still
limiting its commercialization. In this paper, we approach the challenge from a control
perspective using optimal control system strategies. These techniques seek to maximize
fresh water production in more practical settings by considering the whole system of
solar-powered DCMD and using variable inlet flow rates as a control signal. In addition,
the results obtained in this paper are at the system level and therefore can be used in
conjunction with other advancements made on the module design.

Unlike reverse osmosis technology where the energy optimal operation problem has
been investigated from a control perspective [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], the control problem for
MD has been less covered. There have been few attempts for control design for MD, for
example, a Lyapunov based controller to stabilize the temperature difference across the
DCMD membrane has been proposed in [9], a proportional-integral controller for tracking
optimal feed inlet temperature set points calculated by an offline optimization method
has been designed in [10]. However, due to the stochasticity of the solar energy, real-time
optimal control is more suitable than only temperature state-feedback control. Therefore,
a real time extremum seeking controller was developed to optimize the water flux by
manipulating the feed and permeate inlet flow rates for any given inlet temperature in
[11], [12]. Another approach based on neural network feed-forward was proposed for
the control of solar-MD systems in [13]. The most complete optimal control study of
solar-MD is in [14] where a two-mode nonlinear model predicative controller (MPC) is
designed to optimize various cost functions combining efficiency, production and financial
cost. The dynamics of the MD module are linearly approximated and the control signals
are the set-points of the solar field outlet temperature and the flow rate between the
feed storage tank and the loop feeding the module. Our work differs from [14] in three
clear ways. Firstly, we use a nonlinear dynamic model developed from first principals
for calculating the flux across the DCMD rather than a linear approximation. Secondly,
we use the flow rates in feed and permeate sides of the DCMD as our control, and daily
production as our objective function to be maximized. Lastly, in making use of the
full nonlinear dynamics of the system we demonstrate that a model predictive control
strategy results in a simple bang-bang model-free optimal controller for the solar-DCMD
system. The performance of the proposed controller using different switching curves is
explored and is shown to outperform the conventional control using a fixed inlet flow
rate set-point.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the model used for all simu-
lations. Section 3 develops the nonlinear MPC framework for the Solar-DCMD system.
Section 4 explores an approximation to the optimal MPC solution which is a bang-bang
controller. Section 5 contains case studies where the proposed temperature threshold
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bang-bang controller is analyzed in various settings. Finally, a conclusion summarizes
the obtained results.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of Solar-DCMD module.

2. Solar DCMD Model

2.1. DCMD equations

We adopt the model which has been proposed and experimentally validated in [15, 3].
This model is computationally efficient which allows for real time control. The idea is
to decompose the DCMD module into a number of small bulk volume cells (figure 2).
Applying energy and mass conservation on each cell results in a nonlinear system of
Differential Algebraic Equations (DAE). A compact representation of the DAE model is
given in the following form (the detailed model can be found in [15]),

EẊ = F (X,u)X +B(u) (1)

where X ∈ IR6N+4 represents the differential and algebraic states and N is the number
of cells. Ẋ refers to the time derivative of the state vector. E is a singular matrix called
the mass matrix which satisfies rank[E] < 6N + 4. F

(
X(t), u(t)

)
∈ IR(6N+4)×(6N+4) is

nonlinear in the states and input, B
(
u(t)

)
∈ IR6N+4 represents the input channels into the

system, which are the feed and permeate inlet temperatures and flow rates ( Mfin , Mpin
).

Y is the output vector of production rates along the membrane.

2.2. Output equation

We are interested in the water production rates along the membrane, given by the output
vector Y as

Y = J (Tmf , Tmp) ∗∆A (2)

where J is the mass flux in kg m−2 s−1, and ∆A is the area between discrete uniform
samples on the membrane.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of DCMD module [15].

2.3. Solar and Tank Model

We now develop the model of the tank temperature. We assume that solar irradiance,
I(t), is collected by the solar collector having area Asc, and is transferred to the tank with
efficiency γ. The tank of volume V , is modeled by a single state assuming perfect mixing
inside the tank. Pipes, with cross-sectional area A, pump salt water with flow rate u in a
closed loop from the tank through the DCMD module and back. The outlet temperature
of the feed side is denoted by Tfout. Let Ttank(t, u) be the feed tank temperature. Then
we have,

Ṫtank =
γAsc

V cρ
I(t) + [Tfout − Ttank]uA/V. (3)

Standard values are used for physical and thermal properties of water. The solar collec-
tor is modeled as a single term, I(t), representing the incident solar radiation on solar
collector to the tank. The solar irradiance is modeled by a neural network trained on
actual historical data in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia [16]. The details of the model structure,
training and performance is given in Appendix A.

3. Model Predictive Control (MPC) for Solar Thermal DCMD Systems

3.1. Problem formulation

We would like to optimize the total water production using the inlet feed and permeate
velocities as the discrete control, ui. For simplicity, we investigate the symmetric case of
the feed and permeate flow rate being equal. In standard control notation we define

ui = vf (i ∗∆t) = vp(i ∗∆t), i = 1, · · ·Nt (4)
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where ∆t is the time between samples, and i is the index of the discrete control input.
The optimal control formulation is given by the following equation:

max
u∈U

G = max
u∈U

Nt∑
i=1

Yi∆t (5)

U = {u | 0 m/s ≤ ui ≤ 1 m/s} (6)

The bounded control signal is normalized between 0m/s and 1m/s to not exceed the
liquid entry pressure which would allow salt water to pass through the membrane.

The production rate of fresh water increases as the feed flow rate increases [15, 17].
The standard control used by the desalination community in order to achieve maximum
production is to set the flow rate to the maximum subject to the minimum liquid entry
pressure. We call this strategy the greedy control since in any moment it is maximizing
the instantaneous production rate. The greedy strategy will serve as the baseline against
which we compare two new controller designs.

3.2. Two-Mode Optimal Solution

We start by investigating the response of the nonlinear MPC. Since we are not considering
disturbances, the MPC will evolve in simulation according to the first optimization step.
Thus, we run only one step of MPC optimization over a 24-hour period. The optimal
control is found using a global optimization algorithm (Matlab’s pattern search algorithm
with 500 iterations). After the optimization terminates, the resultant production and
control profiles are given in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3: Optimization of Solar Thermal DCMD in a 24-hour window - Production

We now parameterize the control signal for efficiency. The overall control signal profile
appears to have two modes - a day time bang-bang-like controller (a bang-bang control
switches between specific values), which switches to an approximately greedy control
overnight. The day time control from 0h to 10h attempts to keep the tank temperature
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Figure 4: One Step of MPC with a 24-hour window - Control

high by turning on and off the flow to the DCMD module and allowing the tank to
be refilled, i.e. allowing the tank temperature to increase by accumulating the thermal
energy from the solar collector. However, overnight from 10h - 14h there is no solar input
and hence optimal control flow rate is maintained at a high value to drain the remaining
energy in the tank. After 14h, the tank temperature has equalized to the permeate side
and the control signal is insignificant until the next day.

3.3. MPC Convergence

Using Figure 5 we will give the intuition behind the optimal MPC solution found in
Figures 4 and 3. The production rate of the DCMD is increasing with both the flow
rate and the feed inlet temperature. Note that we are assuming the permeate inlet
temperature is constant at 20 ◦C and equal permeate and feed flow rates. Since the
production rate is exponentially increasing with the feed inlet temperature, the loss of
production during the tank recharge time is compensated by a higher production rate
of the DCMD during the active duty-cycle at a higher temperature. This nonlinearity
is fundamental to the operation of the model-free controller that we propose in the next
section.

4. Model-Free Bang-Bang Control

The behavior of the MPC controller motivates us to design a two-mode model-free bang-
bang controller which approximates the optimal MPC solution. Bang-bang control is
a simple type of control which alternates between fixed controller setpoints based on
triggers in the system state. This is similar to the work of Gil et al. in [14] where they
proposed a quick charging mode when the temperature dropped below 60◦C. In our case,
the bi-modal controller is always bang-bang during daylight hours, and the night-time
mode is the conventional greedy control. The proposed bang-bang controller has the
advantage that it is simple to implement and still provides near-optimal production. In
fact, no modelling or optimization is needed at all. We will explore switching curves for
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Figure 5: Mapping the Production Rate vs. Related Variables

daylight hours separately in both time and temperature spaces and compare performance
with a greedy controller.

4.1. Time Threshold Bang-Bang

Based on the optimization in Figure 4 the controller is a square wave during day time
with a 50% duty cycle. The performance of this two mode control is given in Figure 6
and 7.

Figure 6: Two Mode Time Threshold Bang-Bang Control - Production

Notice in Figure 6 that the proposed two-mode bang-bang controller which is model-free,
is able to achieve approximately the same production as MPC after 24h (within 0.5%
of total production). We now investigate the period of the bang-bang controller and
its effect on the total production. Figure 8 demonstrates that the production does not
change much with the bang-bang period, if the duty cycle is the same. This is very
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Figure 7: Two Mode Time Threshold Bang-Bang Control - Control

fortunate since we can run at larger periods to avoid wear on the pumps due to rapid
switching.

Figure 8: Investigating Effect of Period on Production

4.2. Temperature Threshold Bang-Bang

Rather than looking at a daytime bang-bang controller whose switching curve is elapsed
time, we consider a switching curve in the tank temperature space. A controller will be
designed which will switch the flow on and off based on a threshold tank temperature
value (which is also the feed inlet temperature). Firstly we explore the effect of the upper
and lower tank temperature threshold on the production after 24h on an average day
(the same day as plotted in Figure 7) for our given solar MD system. The results are
presented in Figure 9.
Clearly the most important objective of control is to keep the tank temperature high in
order to most effectively use the daily solar energy.
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Figure 9: Investigating Effect of Temperature Threshold on Production

5. Case Studies

We now perform case studies which test the proposed controllers in a variety of realistic
settings.

5.1. Month Study

Here we will compare the greedy controller temperature threshold vs. time threshold
for our two-mode bang-bang controllers in over the period of a month. The greedy con-
troller will be a baseline for the other two controller designs. We use real weather day
for the month of February 2002 in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia [16]. The solar intensity during
the month has a mixture of clear sunny days and cloudy days as shown in Figure 10.
The temperature threshold bang-bang has a lower and upper setpoint of 80◦C and 85◦C
respectively.The time threshold bang-bang has a period of 60 minutes. The production
is given in Figure 11. The temperature threshold and time threshold bang-bang control
demonstrates 59% and 30% improved production during the month. Clearly, the tem-
perature threshold bang-bang controller has superior performance in the case where it is
able to maintain high tank temperature.

5.2. Scale-Up

We now test the performance of the bang-bang controller in the case of scaled-up system
dimensions. In particular, we increase the module dimensions, the tank volume, and the
solar collector to the values given in Appendix B. Figure 12 shows the control signal for
the case of the lower and upper temperature setpoints of 75◦C and 80◦C respectively.
Figure 13 plots the performance for various temperature thresholds. It is important to
note that increasing the temperature threshold range beyond 75◦C doesn’t offer much
increase in production. This is due to the larger module size dissipating the stored energy
via conduction at a faster rate through the larger surface area of the membrane while
controller is trying to charge the tank. This inherent trade-off limits the performance
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Figure 10: Section of Threshold Bang-Bang Control

Figure 11: Production Over 1 Month for Proposed Controllers

of the controller under certain scales. The solar collector could be expanded to increase
the thermal input and allow the bang-bang controller to operate at higher temperatures
but there would still be inherent thermal loss across the membrane. It is therefore
important that the system dimensions - especially the tank volume, solar collector size,
and the module dimensions - are well tuned such that the bang-bang controller operates
efficiently. Nevertheless, even without carefully tuning system dimensions, the bang-bang
controller gives a 50% increase in production over 24h compared to the greedy control.

6. Conclusion

We have shown that the application of MPC to a solar-thermal DCMD system leads
to a simplified model-free optimal solution. The optimal controller is approximated by
a bi-modal bang-bang controller in the daytime, and a greedy controller at night. The
performance of the temperature threshold bang-bang controller outperforms the time
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Figure 12: 24h Temperature Threshold Control for Scaled-Up Solar DCMD

Figure 13: Bang-Bang Control of Scaled-Up Solar DMCD for Various Temperature Thresholds

threshold bang-bang controller due to its direct control on the tank temperature. In all
cases, production is significantly improved by using control compared to using fixed flow
rate set points on the flow rate. The temperature threshold bang-bang control is shown
to increase production by over 50% in simulations over a full month of real solar data,
and in the case of scaled-up system dimensions.
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Appendix A. Solar Model

In order to be able to completely forward simulate the Solar DCMD system, we must
develop a model for predicting solar intensity. In contrast to [14], we do not consider
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the solar intensity as a disturbance to the system because our controller is not doing
tracking. Instead, the solar intensity is the driving force for the optimal control problem
and is incorporated as a stochastic part of the system model.
A comprehensive survey of methods for forecasting solar irradiance is given in [? ],
which includes statistical models and more complex weather simulation models. For
our application, we have chosen an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to forecast solar
irradiance for two reasons. Firstly, ANNs are known to be able to handle non-linearities
well and have been applied to solar irradiance forecasting in a variety of settings [? 18].
Secondly, ANNs offer a simple black box framework which is easy to train and is not
computationally complex when feeding forward. Our objective is not to design the most
accurate solar model, but to use data from a minimal number of sensors to develop a
model that can make accurate predictions within a short horizon.
Our application requires predictions within a 24-hour horizon. The training set is the
solar intensity values recorded in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia at 5 minutes intervals for 2001
and 2002 at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory [16]. Training was performed
with stochastic gradient descent. We applied standard techniques for model selection by
cross validating the results of a number of ANN designs with varying number of inputs
and hidden layer structure, and selected the simplest model with sufficient accuracy. The
chosen model uses inputs consisting of the day of the year, the minute of day, and the
previous 60 minutes (12 samples) of solar intensity. The inputs pass through 2 hidden
layers with 50 nodes each and outputs the predicted solar intensity for the next 24 hours
(288 samples). A sigmoid function is used as the activation function in order to be able to
model non-linearities. The model structure is given in Figure A.14. The ANN is trained
using stochastic gradient descent (see Figure A.15 for the cross validation results) and
is able to predict solar intensity values in the near future within acceptable precision as
shown in Figure A.16.

Figure A.14: ANN Solar Model
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Figure A.15: Solar Model in Training

Figure A.16: Solar Model 24h Prediction

Appendix B. Simulation Dimensions

Table B.1: Original Module Dimensions

Parameter Description Value

V Tank Volume 253 cm3

w DCMD Module Width 15 cm

l DCMD Module Length 40 cm

δ
DCMD Membrane

Thickness
110 µm

r Pore Radius 0.28 µm
ε Membrane Porosity 0.83

τ Membrane Tortuosity 1.7

nCell
Number of Cells
in Discretization

10
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Table B.2: Scaled-Up Model Dimensions

Parameter Description Value

V Tank Volume 503 cm3

w DCMD Module Width 60 cm

l DCMD Module Length 100 cm

d DCMD Module Depth 3 mm

γ Solar Coupling Factor 5

nCell
Number of Cells
in Discretization

20
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